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Abstract—Bitcoin is one of the first implementations of cryptocurrency or digital currency. It uses has increased in recent years along with the increasing volume of online transactions that require digital currency. A blockchain is a digital ledger that allows parties to transact without use of a central authority as a trusted intermediary. In blockchain, there are a number of consensus protocols proposed including Proof of Stake, Proof of Elapsed Time, but most of the existing blockchain utilizes the computed Proof of Work (PoW) mechanism. Transaction security is secured in Bitcoin by using blocks with a hash-based Proof of Work (PoW) mechanism. PoW is a functional protocol that validates every incoming data to overcome spam attacks and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks. Blockchain technology can store historically decentralized transaction data where each connected computer will store exactly the same data. To be able to perform an optimal transaction process, it is necessary to evaluate performance of the POW blockchain and find out what influences the transaction process. In this study, we compare simulation result of different block size and block interval to Block Propagation Time, time setup, and Average upload/download with selfish mining attack using NS3. The experimental results show that the smaller the block interval and block size, the smaller the Block Propagation Time. It means that faster transactions are confirmed to peers on the network, and this affects the upload/download speeds.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bitcoin is a popular cryptocurrency introduced by Nakamoto [1] in 2008. The use of bitcoin as a digital currency has been widely adopted by online businesses as a means of payment. Bitcoin is a general ledger (global ledger) or balance sheet, called the blockchain. This general ledger records all transactions carried out using bitcoin, from the moment bitcoin is mined all transactions are recorded, so this is what makes bitcoin not easily faked. Bitcoin elements are peer-to-peer, block, blockchain and miners. The peer-to-peer network in bitcoin allows users to transfer a number of bitcoin values, these transactions are stored in files called blocks, these blocks will be connected with each other to form block chains called blockchain, and miners solve complex mathematical formulas to prove ownership of bitcoin. A blockchain consists of many blocks, which in turn verify multiple transactions. Users who create and verify blocks are called miners [12].

Miners received newly created Bitcoins as incentive. To regulate the flow of Bitcoins, blocks are created once in approximately 10 minutes. Every transaction from Bitcoin is stored in an open ledger distributed into the Bitcoin network. Each blockchain will be distributed to each computer connected to the network. Each addition of data will be check whether the data is valid or not, which is usually called mining process or known as Proof of Work (PoW). In the blockchain there are several elements such as hash, block and PoW. PoW in the Bitcoin system is commonly referred to as the mining process. The mining process in Bitcoin is an attempt to perform calculations using hash functions like Hashcash for a new block to be received into the blockchain.

Blockchain is a decentralized technology and is distributed to all peer-to-peer network nodes that are constantly updated. Blockchain is not stored in one central location, blockchain cannot be hacked from just one computer. To change one small data on the blockchain, it takes a large amount of computing power to access each instance (at least 51% witness) of the blockchain participant [4]. So, the bigger a blockchain network, the higher the level of security.

Blockchain Bitcoin has driven many innovations. A number of applications have been designed to utilize blockchain. Bitcoin has been reserved several times to adjust consensus (block generation), and network parameters (block size and information propagation protocols) and to improve blockchain efficiency [1][7]. In line with these efforts, alternative decentralized blockchain-based networks have emerged with ambition to optimize consensus and network parameters as well as to facilitate the deployment of decentralized applications over blockchain.

In this study, we evaluate the performance of various consensus and parameters of the PoW blockchain network by utilizing these consensus and parameters.
In Figure 1, we can see the PoW blockchain component which consists of the main element which is the PoW blockchain network. PoW blockchain elements are used with a certain set of consensus and network parameters, such as block propagation times, block sizes, average upload/download speed. The main output of Blockchain is block propagation times (measured or simulated), as inputs in the security model. On the other hand, our security model is based on selfish mining attacks and allows us to consider optimal adversarial strategies and consensus parameters [5][6].

To guarantee the scalability and growth in the system, our work is to provide a way to compare and evaluate the performance of POW blockchains by being given different parameters, including block size and block interval.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we overview the concepts behind PoW BlockChain and simulator NS3. In Section 3, we introduce our experimental result and discussion. In Section 4, we present our experimental scenarios. In Section 5, contains the conclusion of the experiment.

II. BLOCKCHAIN AND SIMULATOR

Blockchain is a database used for decentralized network storage. Blockchain is not only used in financial applications, but also used in many of applications. This section will discuss bitcoin in blockchain and some consensus of Proof of Work [6].

A. Bitcoin Blockchain

Bitcoin is introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008. Who has a pioneered in cryptocurrency that implements the first blockchain technology. Some of the concepts used are the existence of a database called blockchain which is a "ledger" that can be seen by everyone. Everyone can validate the financial transactions done in the blockchain. This ledger records all transactions that occur, so the flow of transactions can be traced easily.

Blockchain is composed of blocks connected to each other. An n-numbered block is connected with block numbered n-1 and block numbered n + 1. The blocks contain bitcoin transactions that are collected over a period of time. These transactions are validated before they are put into a block [12]. Then a block containing the collection of transactions must be validated also through a process called mining carried out by miners using a computer.

Bitcoin is superior to traditional money, for it is very low transaction costs. An international transaction is usually charged at about 5% of the total transaction value. However, using Bitcoin, the cost can be reduced to very low depending on the size of the transaction. Simply a transaction that only involves 1 sender address and 1 destination address only cost about 1.500 rupiah regardless of the number of bitcoins sent. Charges charged on each bitcoin transaction are paid to Bitcoin miners verifying the transaction. Bitcoin transactions can also be done instantaneously. When transactions in traditional financial systems take several hours to several days to complete transactions, Bitcoin transactions only take 10 minutes [1].

B. Selfish Mining

Selfish mining is mining carried out by a group or miner (miner) that has considerable computing power that does not immediately publish the new block it has created. The new block will be stored long enough for the miner to have longer time to create new blocks. Once the number of blocks created is sufficient, the miner will publish the blocks at once into the Bitcoin network.

Selfish mining can incur losses for other miners who succeeded in creating new blocks, but eventually the new block becomes a stale block or an orphan block, so it does not get new bitcoin [11]. Selfish mining benefits the miners who do it, although of this method is in element of risk.

C. Consensus Proof of Work (PoW)

In blockchain, there are a number of consensus protocols proposed such as PBTS, Proof of Stake, Proof of Elapsed Time, but most of the existing blockchain utilizes the computed Proof of Work (PoW) mechanism. Proof of Work (PoW) contained in Bitcoin is used to protect the ledger blockchain from unwanted changes.

![Fig. 2. Proof of Work (PoW)](image)

PoW on Bitcoin works in the following way: All information contained in a candidate block is calculated by its hash value. This hash value generated must meet the criteria of difficulty level determined by the system. If the hash value does not meet the criteria, then the calculation will be repeated by changing the value of nonce (number once). Nonce is a value that does not have any meaning, but is intentionally added to the block in order to generate a hash value according to the conditions. If the hash value has not met the value of the rule, the nonce value will be changed again until the miner finds a hash value that meets the criteria [5].

In addition to using the nonce value, the miners can also take advantage of the coin base value, the first transaction in a block. Miners can add or change the information contained in the coinbase, thereby allowing for a greater variety of hash values. This is done because nonce is only as long as 32bit (4byte) which may not be enough to can be generation of hash values below the target.

The PoW in the Bitcoin system is commonly referred to as the mining process. The mining process in Bitcoin is an attempt to perform calculations using hash functions like Hashcash for a new block to be received into the blockchain. When the result is acceptable, the new block is added to the blockchain. Here the PoW can work to protect the blockchain. With the high level of difficulty, anyone who intends to change the transactions that have been recorded in a block, must do the recalculation of the block and also the next blocks. This is because as has a block is connected to
other blocks that form a chain. So when a link is about to change, the next link must also be changed. Therefore, transactions in Bitcoin are very difficult to cancel if they have been included in the blockchain [5][6].

Finally, all peers are expected to receive all blocks, the broadcast protocol is required. The underlying broadcast protocol options clearly impact the robustness and the scalability of the network.

- **Stale Blocks**
  Stale blocks refer to blocks that are not included in the longest chain, for example, because of concurrency, and conflict. Stale blocks are detrimental to the security and performance of blockchains for triggering chain forks, inconsistent circumstances that slow down major chain growth and result in significant performance and security implications. On the one hand, stale blocks increase the benefits of enemies in the network. On the other hand, stale blocks generate additional bandwidth overhead and are usually not awarded for mining [5].

D. Network Simulator (NS3)

NS-3 is a network simulation that allows network programmers to create simulations of networks to be built and share code from the simulations and implementations of the protocols run. NS-3 is an open source network simulation program, commonly used by researchers, academics, and practitioners. It has been developed for many years and supports almost all communication protocols such as Zigbee, Bluetooth, and others. It also supports various modules that allow parallel simulation, distributed simulation and other. Can be extended easily to support and test various applications. NS-3 is built using C ++ programming language and uses python script [4][11].

III. SCENARIO AND EXPERIMENT

In this section, we evaluate the security and performance of various consensus and parameters on the PoW blockchain network using NS3. The purpose of NS-3 is to develop research on the network through simulation so that it makes it easier to do research on the network that will be developed later. The NS-3 developers are committed to making these simulation devices easy to use so they can serve the needs of researchers in floating their networks [4]. In this study, we use the POW consensus method where each computer connected to the blockchain network validates a transaction.

Based on the framework, we designed selfish mining by considering several parameters such as network propagation, time setup and average upload / download speed. Therefore, Arthur Gervais (2016) [5] drafted a framework to capture existing PoW-based applications as well as PoW blockchain variants used with different parameters, and objectively compare the performance and security requirements of blockchain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block Interval</th>
<th>Block Propagation Time (MBP)</th>
<th>Time Setup (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block Size</td>
<td>Average upload/download</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the experiment, we try to determine the value of the components or parameters to be analyse as in Table II.
TABLE II. SCENARIO OF EXPERIMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block Interval</td>
<td>20 minute, 15 minute, 5 minute, 1 minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Size</td>
<td>0.1MB, 0.3MB, 0.6MB, 1MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Block</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Node</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II shows the scenario of experiment. We did five experiments with the value of block intervals and block sizes that changed from large to small and determined the number of blocks by 10 and number of nodes by 16.

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULT

In this section, we will conduct a measurement experiment by determining the value of some parameters. The parameters are block size and block interval to measure average Upload/Download, Mean Block Propagation Times, Setup Time.

A. Block size and Block Interval Parameter

TABLE III. VALUE OF FIG.4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Minute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Minute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Minute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Block size Vs Average Upload/Download

TABLE IV. VALUE OF FIG.5 – 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1 MB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2 MB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 MB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Block Interval Vs Mean Block Propagation Times

B. Bitcoin on Selfish Mining Measurement

The proof-of-work mechanism is the largest consensus mechanism on blockchain. This mechanism affects including block size and block interval. In Fig. 4, our result show that the larger the block size, the greater the average speed of upload/download. This is because a block size in bitcoin refers to the block code size representing the bitcoin transaction chain. The Bitcoin network collects transactions into blocks that are forwarded to the network approximately every minute. All of these blockchain data must be downloaded and verified in real time. The more data that needs to be downloaded and verified the big block size is needed.

Block interval adjustments are directly related to changes in the underlying PoW mechanism. In Figure 5, our result shows that the smaller the block interval, the faster the mean block propagation time. This is because the role of the block interval is to determine latency when the content is written to the blockchain. The smaller the block interval, the faster the transaction can be confirmed. While in Fig. 6, our result show that the time setup generated is relatively constant. The setup time is the time required to prepare the device, machine, process or system to be ready to work or accept the job.

Selfish mining is carried out by miners who have considerable computational power that does not immediately publish new blocks that they have successfully created. The new block will be stored for a long time so that the miner has more time to create new blocks. In Fig. 5 & Fig. 7, we can compare the results of the block interval measurements.
before being selfish mining and after being selfish mining. From this result there is a decrease in mean block propagation times between the attack and after the attack. This decrease is due to the selfish mining attack which causes a blockchain performance to decrease.

V. CONCLUSION

In this experiment, we analyse the performance of various consensus and parameters on the PoW blockchain network. Based on the experiment, we designed selfish mining by considering several parameters such as block propagation, different block size, block interval, and average upload/download speed.

Proof-of-Work (PoW) is the basis for the security of the bitcoin system. It’s also the basis for decision making in the confirmation process on the bitcoin system [5]. From the results of our experiments we have proven the effect of block size and block intervals on POW blockchain performance. Block size served for control the throughput achieved by the system. Large blocks produce a slower propagation speed. While block intervals are responsible for determining latency when content is written to blockchain. The smaller the block interval, the faster the transaction is confirmed [5]. The blockchain POW performance can be reduced and disrupted by attacks from selfish mining. Therefore, it is necessary to hold further evaluation on mining computing power to be able to defend the system from an attack.
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